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How to avoid a tokenistic or ‘tourism’ approach to diversity

Many early childhood settings approach multicultural provision through celebrating festivals, and 

exploring the foods and music of particular countries. While this reflects the good intentions of 

settings for including diversity in the early childhood curriculum, it is not usually indicative of genuine 

cultural responsiveness to families’ needs, aspirations and desires. 

Putting cultures ‘on show’ through festivals, songs, dances and foods, for example, could be said to reflect a ‘tourist’ or tokenistic 

approach to curriculum that reduces culture to a set of resources and undermines the culture more broadly. These kinds of 

showcasing approaches serve to position that group as the ‘other’ and relegate diversity to the margins of centre life. Approaches 

that focus on learning about the lifestyles of ethnic groups may even reinforce racist attitudes and perpetuate stereotypical 

views of ethnic groups, and moreover are reported to have very limited impact on improving the experiences of children from 

both majority and minority cultures. The celebration of different cultures and festivals can be problematic, as individuals’ cultural 

identities are in fact fluid and multiple, and no particular practice or idea can be considered ‘Chinese’, for example.

Tokenistic practices include the occasional introduction of multicultural songs, the display of diverse languages or national 

flags, and the celebration of some cultural festivals. When multicultural situations are handled in a tokenistic way, there is (albeit 

unintentionally) only superficial respect for diverse cultural practices, and families and children of minority cultures have limited 

access to their cultural values. 

A culturally responsive curriculum is not about world festivals or trying foods from different countries, nor is it about surface 

aspects such as the inclusion of multicultural books or role play props in isolation from other culturally responsive practices. These 

kind of practices, developed to promote multiculturalism, currently fall short in their ability to provoke equitable and innovative 

pedagogies as they imply the absorption of minority groups into the dominant group. Pedagogy and practice remain embedded 

in monocultural and monolingual cultural practices and celebrating differences does not serve to address issues of power and 

inequity by which some practices and beliefs keep families marginalised and disempowered. 

The Education Review Office states that provision for the diversity of families’ cultures needs to move beyond tokenistic 

approaches towards a deeper understanding of the impact of the early childhood setting on the cultural practices of different 

families. While sharing with children the different ways that diverse cultural groups define and celebrate their unique identities 

can support their understanding of, openness to and tolerance for difference, cultural responsiveness involves a deeper 

understanding of, and adjustment for, cultural diversity and difference that effectively reconstructs pedagogies and practices as a 

result. Cultural responsiveness needs to be central to everything the centre and teachers do, and cause every aspect of practice 

to be critiqued and renegotiated. 

You might start by:

•  Letting families make decisions about which cultural celebrations they would like to see reflected in the early childhood

setting, and how.

•  Ensuring that props and materials are non-stereotypical, and are integrated into everyday practice in the setting, rather than

reserved for special celebrations (such as wearing saris for Divali) and marked as non-typical. This point is also relevant to

ethnic food, which should be regularly offered on the setting’s menu, rather than just showcased for cultural celebrations.

•  Getting to know your families’ beliefs, practices and aspirations in order to disrupt any assumptions you may have about

them, and finding ways to adapt your practices to better reflect your families. We offer lots of tips for culturally responsive

practices here.
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